For Immediate Release

NoPileups™ Full Tunnel Optimization System Now Live at 500 Car Wash Sites
Akron, OH, October 20, 2020 – DRB® Tunnel Solutions has announced that its revolutionary full tunnel
optimization system NoPileups is now operational at 500 car wash sites across the United States.
NoPileups uses computer vision and machine learning technology backed by an industry-leading service
team to monitor car wash tunnels, automatically stopping the conveyor when collision threats are
detected. By reducing the risk of collision, car wash attendants can load vehicles closer together in the
tunnel, resulting in higher tunnel throughput.
This has proved to be a game-changer, allowing car wash sites employing NoPileups to wash up to 20
more cars per hour during peak hours.
“NoPileups was created to solve the growing challenges car washes face with in-tunnel collisions,
particularly with the prevalence of Automatic Braking Systems,” said DRB CEO Dan Pittman. “It’s
become so much more, helping operators optimize their tunnel production. It has been an amazing
addition to our product offerings.”
The first NoPileups installation was in 2016. Since then, NoPileups has monitored more than 150 million
vehicles.
DRB acquired the assets and intellectual property of NoPileups in 2018 to complement its line of pointof-sale and tunnel technology solutions for the conveyorized car wash market.
“It wasn't very long ago that we thought hitting 500 locations was just too lofty of a goal,” NoPileups
Operations Manager Alex Mereness said. “But over the last few years, we’ve proven the value of
NoPileups, and car wash operators have seen how it impacts their businesses. It’s truly becoming an
industry standard, and we look forward to getting NoPileups in every wash across the country.”
To see NoPileups in action, request a demo at https://www.drbsystems.com/npu/

DRB
For over a third of a century, DRB® supported – and often drove – an era of unprecedented growth in
the car wash industry with point-of-sale and wash optimization software, hardware and services. Now as
a masterbrand that includes DRB® Tunnel Solutions (formerly DRB Systems®), DRB® In-Bay Solutions
(formerly Unitec®), Suds Creative™ and Sage Microsystems™, that tradition continues. The DRB team
works together toward a singular goal: To help all car wash operators squeeze every ounce of
profitability out of their investments. They do this with data and industry insights, a best-in-class team
and reliable, intuitive innovations that delight consumers and are secure, simple to service and easy to
use.
DRB’s Tunnel Solutions division specifically serves the conveyorized car wash market, providing
innovative point-of-sale and tunnel management software and reliable hardware, including the Xpress
Pay Terminal® XPT® payment kiosk.
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